
QC-801(A)(B)(C) Tape Holding Power Tester
(Normal Type)

Standard

GB/T 4851 ASTM D3654 PSTC 7 JISZ0237 PSTC-107

Description

Specimen stick test area can use 1/2”x1” or 1”x1”, unified to use 2kg of load scrunch
through specimen, hanging counterweight in the lower end of specimen. Timer
automatically stops counting after specimen come off from stainless steel plate. If time is up
and specimen still sticks without coming off, measure the distance of displacement of
specimen.

Features

a. Provide multiple test fixtures for long-term testing.
b. Automatic timing, retaining tape fall off time.
c. Design steel plate and weight according to the standard to ensure data accuracy.
d. There is the cotton at falling point to absorb the damage from the weights impact machine
and weight.
e. The test module is made of aluminum alloy and stainless steel to increase product life.
f. The machine is designed for stacking in order to save space for doing lots of tests.

Appearance

QC-801CQC-801
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Industry

Tape, Packaging

Specification

Related product

QC-802 Tape Holding Power Booth (Oven Type)
QC-803AManual Roller
QC-803J Motor Roller
QC-803KMotor Roller
QC-805 Tape Initial Adhesion Tester
QC-805P PSTC Tape Initial Adhesion Tester
QC-807 Manual cutter
QC-507M1F Horizontal Tensile Tester
QC-528M1F Material Testing Machine(max 500N)

Model QC-801

Testing

Jigs
10 sets

Weights

1 kg×10 pcs

Material (SUS#304) Other weights are available for optional.

Weight 1000 ± 5 g (including triangle hook weight)

Steel

Plate
50 x 75 mm (thickness 1.5mm)

Timer
Electronic LCD display, automatic retention time, 99999.9 minutes,

when tape comes off, it will retention time automatically.

Dimensi

on
92×26×60 cm

Weight 45 kg



*Cometech reserves ultimate modification right of product specification.
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